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Big data is fueling the digital revolution in an increasingly knowledge driven and connected society by
offering big data analytics and computational intelligence based solutions to reduce the complexity and
cognitive burden on accessing and processing large volumes of data. In this paper, we discuss the
importance of big data analytics and computational intelligence techniques applied to data produced
from the myriad of pervasively connected machines and personalized devices offering embedded and
distributed information processing capabilities. We provide a comprehensive survey of computational
intelligence techniques appropriate for the effective processing and analysis of big data. We discuss a
number of exemplar application areas that generate big data and can hence benefit from its effective
processing. State of the art research and novel applications in health-care, intelligent transportation and
social network sentiment analysis, are presented and discussed in the context of Big data, Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS), and Computational Intelligence (CI). We present a data modelling
methodology, which introduces a novel biologically inspired universal generative modelling approach
called Hierarchical Spatial-Temporal State Machine (HSTSM). The HSTSM modelling approach
incorporates a number of soft computing techniques such as: deep belief networks, auto-encoders,
agglomerative hierarchical clustering and temporal sequence processing, in order to address the
computational challenges arising from analyzing and processing large volumes of diverse data to
provide an effective big data analytics tool for diverse application areas. A conceptual cyber physical
architecture, which can accommodate and benefit from the proposed methodology, is further presented.
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1. In
ntroduction
The importance of
o big data in
n the informaation econom
my and to the modern wayy of life is widely
w
acknnowledged. Thhis ever-growiing impact cann be summariized in the statement that "ddata is the new
w oil"
or ass IBM's Chieff Executive Officer
O
recentlyy added: "Big
g Data is the new
n oil" (Hirrsch, 2013). Ju
ust as
oil hhas been instrrumental in fu
ueling the inndustrial revollution in the 20
2 th century sso big data iss now
fueliing an ever evvolving 21st ceentury digital rrevolution.
Big data can be defined
d
by the five Vs (see Figure 1): Vo
olume, Velociity, Variety, V
Veracity and Value
V
(Chaang, 2015a).








Volume referrs to the vast amounts
a
of daata which are created
c
and stored every seccond. The datta can
be in Zettabbytes or Bron
ntobytes. For example, biig data createed by social media, indu
ustrial
production linnes for manuffacturing vehiccle instrumentt clusters and so forth.
Velocity referrs to the speed at which biig data are creeated, streameed and aggreggated as well as
a the
speed at whicch big data move
m
around. F
For example, big data mov
ves from and to social med
dia in
seconds and the speed of production liines for processing optic character
c
recoognition (OCR
R) or
bank transactions in millisseconds.
Variety refers to the vario
ous types of ddata collected
d. The created
d data can bee structured, semistructured or unstructured
d which is diifficult to pro
ocess using trraditional appproaches. It is not
possible to caategorize the data
d into reguular relational databases for example, bigg data generateed by
social media (e.g.,
(
photos, text messagess) and industriial production
n lines (e.g., seensory data).
Veracity refeers to the messsiness or truustworthiness of the created data. Due to the variety
y and
volume of datta it can be messy and conta
tain a lot of no
oise.
Value refers to providing meaningful innsight into biig data. For example analyysis of big datta for
automotive inndustries to discover pattern
rns in data lead
ding to faults.

Volume

Valu
ue
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B
Big Datta
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Figurre 1: 5Vs of biig data
Big Data analyticcs refers to th
he techniquess used to exaamine and prrocess Big Daata so that hiidden
undeerlying patterrns are reveaaled, relationsships are ideentified, and other insight
hts concerning
g the
appliication contexxt under investigation are exxposed.
The original Big Data revolutiion started wiith fundamenttal physics ex
xperiments at CERN, and it
i has
now evolved to deeveloping com
mplex data driiven models fo
or climate prediction, weathher forecasting and

seismology. Gone are the days when the computation time to model the atomic nucleus data took 24
hours on a cray supercomputer, it now takes minutes or even seconds on a laptop. Big Data is now
transmitted via hundreds of operational satellites where global positional resolution is expected to be
40 cm in a few years’ time.
Recent advances in hardware and software technologies have enabled big data acquisition. This data
can be harvested from a large number of diverse sources including emails and online transactions,
multimedia information such as audio, video and pictures, large databases containing health records
and other information. In addition, information can be captured during a user's interaction with social
media such as posts, status updates etc., data derived from search queries or click patterns of a user,
physiological data such as heart rate, skin conductivity etc. as captured from wearable sensors, data
derived and extracted from our interaction with our mobile devices, embedded artifacts inside a smart
home, data from production machines and industrial robots, scientific research and other sources
(Eaton, 2012). It is clear from the above that in the modern world data is being generated at an
accelerated rate (Villars, 2011).
The potential utilization of this huge amount of information has catapulted Big Data and Big data
analysis as a central focus for modern research communities, modern businesses, and governments
(Hashem, 2015) working towards delivering the promise of a plethora of new application areas and
opportunities which can emerge under completely diverse application contexts from smart cities
(Hashem, 2016) to digital health care (Murdoch, 2013). As a result the benefits arising from this wealth
of knowledge and information can affect research in numerous ways. These can include : promoting
medical advances by providing evidence in the identification of symptoms and patterns concerning
diseases, pandemics and modern health issues; or aiding in the creation of large ground truth databases
for scientific fields such as sentiment analysis, which are in desperate need of vast amounts of data in
order to successfully create models of human affect and effective behavior recognition techniques. The
businesses that constitute the modern economy can also greatly benefit from Big Data and Big Data
analytics since they can utilize the data generated from the interaction of users with social network
(Yaqoob, 2016) or smart devices in order to identify the users' preferences towards a product,
recognize dissatisfaction of modern clients, or understand the relationships between competitive and
collaborating organizations, thus creating better and more appealing products and services , or
improving existing ones.
Nowadays huge quantities of personalized and contextualized information are generated in platforms
such as social networks extending to wearable devices, where millions of people interact and express
their opinions and emotions. The development of advanced Big Data analytics and computational
intelligence techniques enables the development of intelligent computerized solutions with the help of
social and behavioral data based sentiment analysis.
Sentiment analysis aims to improve products and services, by automatically identifying the user's
opinion, including their evaluations and affective state (Karyotis, 2017). Acquiring more nuanced
insights of customer preferences and needs will provide modern organizations and businesses with a
crucial advantage over their competition (Sagiroglu, 2013). For instance, big data received from
electronic communications can be used to enable employees to become more emotionally resilient in
the work place. As mentioned in (Hirsch, 2013) Big Data “is becoming a significant corporate asset, a
vital economic input, and the foundation of new business models" (Hirsch, 2013). Businesses and
organizations can benefit from Big Data through the deployment of technologies such as Cloud
Computing services which would allow for meeting the storage and processing requirements of Big
Data analysis (Chang, 2015b). In Chang and Will's work, a balanced approach to comparing non Cloud
to Cloud storage was presented and realized by utilizing the appropriate experimental set up and
metrics. From the team's experimental results a significant performance improvement was observed in
relation to execution times, consistency between expected and actual execution times, and efficiency,
when Cloud approaches were used compared to the case when non-Cloud systems were utilized
(Chang and Wills, 2016b). Nowadays, Cyber-physical cloud systems (CPS) have emerged as state of
the art cloud-based architectures, which are utilized in a wide range of applications. CPS can be
defined as hierarchical architectures, where devices located in the physical layer need to communicate
and transact securely with computing and communication resources in the cyber layer. These complex
interactions include several Big Data related operations, such as sensing, storing, and processing large
amounts of heterogeneous data. Therefore, it is extremely challenging to effectively handle these
operations in terms of crucial aspects, such as security and energy management. Security is of outmost
importance since in CPS environments a variety of sensitive transactions are performed (e.g. selling
and buying of energy). Efficient energy management is also a widely acknowledged research challenge

for CPS, which has a significant impact on provided services, but also the environment. CPS research
can largely benefit from intelligent computational intelligence and Big Data analytics techniques in
order to tackle these modern challenges.
Big Data analytics can also facilitate government's efforts towards delivering better services to their
citizens. Big Data can aid governments in improving crucial sectors such as healthcare and public
transport thus helping to shape a more efficient modern society. For example, Big Data analytics and
computational intelligence techniques are able to provide intelligent solutions for challenging problems
such as health shock prediction, or optimization of the public transport services delivered by the state to
the population.
In order to capitalize on the advantages of Big Data analytics in an increasingly knowledge driven
society there is a need to develop solutions that reduce the complexity and cognitive burden on
accessing and processing these large volumes of data in both embedded hardware and software-based
data analytics (Maniak, 2015) (Iqbal, 2015). Big challenges stem from the utilization of Big Data in
the real world, since the implementation of real time applications is becoming increasingly complex.
This complexity derives from a variety of data-related factors. One factor is the high dimensionality
degree which a dataset may possess thus increasing the difficulty of processing and analyzing the data.
The interactions, co-relations and causal effects of these high dimensional data parameters in relation to
the behaviours and specific outcomes of these systems are often too complex to be analysed and
understood by human users. Additionally, data can be accumulated from diverse sources and input
channels, making online processing very demanding due to the variety of signal inputs which need to
be synchronized, and diverse data types which need to be analyzed simultaneously. Furthermore, the
collected data is often comprised of multiple types of inputs, which are also not always precise or
complete due to various sources of imprecision, uncertainty, or missing data (e.g. malfunctioning or
inaccurate sensors). Moreover, there is an inherent need in real life applications for high-speed storage,
processing of data and retrieval of the corresponding analysis results. Another factor that should be
taken into account is that the method utilized for Big Data analytics should extract knowledge from
data in an interpretable way. The computational techniques deployed to perform this task should make
the underlying patterns, which exist in the data, transparent to the person who wishes to utilize and
understand them. Finally, there is a need for techniques performing online adaptation to incorporate
contextual and user-specific elements in their design, and decision-making mechanism, in a user
friendly and computationally feasible manner. All the above factors should be reflected in the
computational and machine learning techniques utilized in order to process and analyze Big Data so
that successful applications and models can be constructed (Suthaharan, 2014).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses computation intelligence for big data
analytics. Section 3 presents our novel methodology to provide solutions to data driven problems.
Section 4 presents few examples of application areas in which the data driven methodology is applied.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Computational Intelligence for Big Data analytics
Machine learning (ML) approaches are used for modelling patterns and correlations in data in order to
discover relationships and make predictions based on unseen data / events. ML approaches consist of
supervised learning (learning from labelled data), unsupervised learning (discovering hidden patterns in
data or extracting features) and reinforcement learning (goal oriented learning in dynamic situations)
(Mitchell, 1997). As such, ML approaches can also be categorised into: regression techniques,
clustering approaches, density estimation methods and dimensionality reduction approaches. Nonexhaustive examples of these approaches are: Decision tree learning, Associate rule learning, Artificial
neural networks, deep learning support vector machines, clustering and Bayesian networks.
Computational Intelligence (CI) is a subclass of ML approaches where algorithms have been devised to
imitate human information processing and reasoning mechanisms for processing complex and
uncertain data sources. CI techniques form a set of nature-inspired computational methodologies and
techniques which have been developed to address complex real-world data-driven problems for which
mathematical and traditional modelling are unable to work due to: high complexity, uncertainty and
stochastic nature of processes. Fuzzy Logic (FL), Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) form the trio of core CI approaches that have been developed to handle this growing
class of real-world problems.
FL is an established methodology to deal with imprecise and uncertain data (Zadeh, 1965). FL provides
an approach for approximate reasoning and modelling of qualitative data and adaptive control (Doctor,
2016) (Liu, 2014) based on the use of linguistic quantifiers (fuzzy sets) for representing uncertain real-

word, data and user-defined concepts and human interpretable fuzzy rules that can be used for
inference and decision-making. EAs are based on the process of natural selection for modelling
stochastic systems (Whitley, 2001) and approaches such as genetic algorithms, genetic programming
and swarm intelligence optimisation algorithms (Dreier, 2002) (Poi, 2008) (Parpinelli, 2011) can be
used for optimising complex real-world systems and processes. Finally ANNs enable feature extraction
and learning from experiential data (Haykin, 2009) and are based on imitating the parallel processing
and data representation structure of neurons in animal and humans brains. A NN is an interconnected
assembly of basic elements (artificial neurons) that broadly speaking resemble the neurons existing in
our brains. The analyzing ability of neural networks is hidden in the values of the weights that connect
these basic elements. These weights are acquired by adaptation, or by learning from training data
(Gurney 1997).
A combination of CI techniques can be used to extract insight and meaning from the data, offering
integrated solutions, which can be applied to a variety of application domains. Such solutions should be
adapted to offline and online, hardware and software data processing and control requirements, which
can be further optimised to domain dependent constraints and dynamics. Hence these approaches can
be used to provide effective multipurpose intelligent data analysis and decision support systems for a
variety of industrial and commercial applications characterized by large amounts of vague or complex
information requiring analysis to support operational and cost effective decision-making (Doctor,
2013).
2.1 Deep learning for Big Data analytics
In Big Data analytics there is a growing need to accurately identify important features in the data
affecting the outputs, and to determine the spatial co-relations between input variables at a given point
in time as well as the causal or temporal co-relations between input parameters that change overtime.
Effective modelling to identify patterns from these data sources can be employed to produce accurate
predictions of how a system is supposed to behave under normal operational conditions, and enable the
detection of abnormalities. Deep learning algorithms have attracted increasing attention by providing
effective biologically inspired computational modelling techniques for addressing tasks such as speech
perception and object recognition by extracting multiple levels of representation from various sensory
inputs and signals (Bekkerman, 2011) (Bengio, 2009) (Hinton,2012) (Le, 2013) (Campo, 2014). These
approaches can offer the means to model large-scale data with significant dimensionality as well as
spatial and temporal correlations for sequence modelling tasks. Deep Learning (DL) approaches are
based on the principle of using ANNs with multiple hidden layers as shown in Figure 1. This allows
both unsupervised (bottom-up) training to generate higher level representations of sensory data which
can then be used for training a classifier (top down) based on standard supervised training algorithms
(Hinton, 2006). Feature learning methods are based on supervised approaches such as Deep NNs,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), and Recurrent NNs along with unsupervised techniques such
as Deep Belief Networks and CNNs and provide deep architecture that combine structural elements of
local receptive fields, shared weights, and pooling that aims to imitate the processing of simple and
complex cortical cells found in animal vision systems (Korekado, 2003).
The potential of utilizing deep learning techniques in Big Data analytics has been highlighted by recent
review studies (Tolk, 2015) (Chen, 2015). In the work by Tolk et al. deep learning potential as a
modelling approach and as a means to discover correlations from data is highlighted. Based on a
thorough review of recent applications, the researchers argue that Big Data and deep learning have the
potential to provide a new generation of modelling and simulation applications (Tolk, 2015). The
ability of DL methods to handle cases where the amount of data is huge is also discussed in the work
by Chen et al. (Chen, 2015). This work has demonstrated the key role of deep learning approaches for
solving Big Data analytics problems.
There are a number of recent examples of research in applying optimized and enhanced deep learning
techniques in order to analyze and process Big Data. More specifically in the work by Zaidi et al., the
researchers present an algorithm for Deep Broad Learning which can be tuned in order to specify the
depth of the mode, and this has achieved notable accuracy of performance for a large amount of data
which can be considered competitive with other state of the art research (Zaidi, 2015). In (Alsheikh,
2016) the research addresses a very modern challenge arising from the large amount of data, which can
be collected through mobile devices. The team explores deep learning as a technique for mobile Big
Data analytics and presents a scalable learning framework for Apache Spark. From the experimental
results, it can be seen that the team's framework achieves a significant increase in the speed of learning
process for deep learning models, which are comprised of a large number of hidden layers and
parameters. In the work by Lv et al., the researchers applied a deep learning technique that takes into

accoount spatial annd temporal correlations inn order to utilize Big Data towards traffi
fic flow predicction,
withh the purpose of achieving a high perform
mance (Lv, 20
015). In the paper
p
by Chunng et al. it is stated
s
that deep neural networks dem
monstrate veryy high perforrmance in patttern recognitition tasks how
wever
they are computaationally expen
nsive as theyy require train
ning time, whiich in some ccases can reacch an
increease of a factoor of 10 compared to other approaches (C
Chung, 2014).. More specifiically, researcch has
investigated deepp neural netw
work trainingg by utilizing
g the data parallel Hessiaan-free 2nd order
optim
mization algoorithm. The ex
xperimental rresults, which
h were calculaated on speecch tasks of a large
scalee, have demonstrated a significant peerformance increase without decreasinng accuracy, thus
allow
wing deep neuural network trraining by utillizing Big Datta in a suitablee amount of tiime.

Figurre 2. DNN stru
ucture.

2.2 F
Fuzzy Logic for
f Big Data analytics
Big Data analytics creates challlenges concerrning the natu
ure of the dataa accumulatedd from diverse and
potenntially noise infected sourrces. These ddata sets are subject to hiigh degrees oof uncertainty
y and
contain a large am
mount of noisse and outlierr artifacts. Previous research has demonnstrated that fuzzy
f
logicc systems aree CI applications, which caan efficiently
y handle inherrent uncertainnties related to
t the
data.. For examplle creating models
m
to preedict the userr's emotions usually reliess on dealing with
databbases that contain a large amount of uuncertainty, which
w
is assocciated with thhe fuzzy natu
ure of
hum
man emotion (W
Wu, 2012).
Fuzzzy systems haave proven theeir ability to ddeal with this challenge, resulting in robbust systems which
w
havee better or sim
milar performaance levels ass other more complex tech
hniques, whilee at the same time
retaiining a highlly satisfactory tradeoff between classsification acccuracy and time perform
mance
(Wuu,2010)(Karyootis, 2015). Th
his is anotherr crucial facto
or when dealiing with hugee amounts off data
sincee it allows thee delivery of classification
c
results in a reeasonable amo
ount of time. SSince Fuzzy Logic
L
reliees on the natuural language fuzzy rules itt allows for a successful visualization
v
oof hidden relaations
existting in data, thhus enabling the users of aapplications orr researchers searching for hidden patterrns in
data to easily visuualize these un
nderlying relaations (Doctorr, 2012). Deveeloping appliccations with a high
degrree of visualizzation and inteerpretability ccontributes to improving the usability asppects of develloped
systeems, which as
a recognized
d by researchh is a very important isssue for succeessful commeercial
appliications (Iqbaal, 2011) (Iqbal, 2013). Finnally, Fuzzy Logic
L
systemss and more sppecifically adaaptive
Fuzzzy Logic systeems have dem
monstrated coonsiderable po
otential concerrning their abbility to modeel and
accoount for indivvidual differen
nces and conttextual inform
mation with a very reasonaable computattional
burdden, thus makiing them an ex
xcellent choicce for creating
g personalised
d and user-frieendly systems from
hugee amounts of data
d (Karyotiss, 2016) (Karyyotis, 2015) (D
Doctor, 2005)..
Fuzzzy Logic has been utilized
d as a basis fo
for performing
g Big Data an
nalytics in diifferent appliccation
areass. Behadada et
e al. have presented a metthodology forr semi-automaatically definiing fuzzy parrtition
ruless. They have utilized
u
large publicly availlable data setss, data from ex
xperts, and exxperimental daata in
ordeer to constructt a system for heart rate arrh
rhythmia detecction. Their reesults demonsstrate an appliicable
tradeeoff between accuracy and interpretabiliity (Behadadaa, 2015). Fuzzzy logic has allso been used
d by a

num
mber of applicaations which utilize
u
Big Dat
ata extracted frrom social nettworks for thee analysis of public
p
opinnion (Glosh, 2016)
2
(Bing, 2014). For exxample in thee work by Bing et al., a m
matrix-based fuzzy
systeem (FMM sysstem) was dev
veloped in ordder to mine Twitter
T
data. The
T experimenntal results showed
that this system had
h a very good predictingg performancee whilst at thee same time hhad low proceessing
times (Bing, 20144). In anotherr interesting aapplication in the field of medicine,
m
Dug
uggal et al. utiilized
fuzzyy logic basedd matching allgorithms andd MapReducee in order to perform
p
Big Data analyticcs for
cliniical decision support.
s
The developed
d
sysstem demonstrrated a high level of flexibbility and wass able
to haandle data froom various so
ources (Duggaal, 2015). An example Fuzzzy Logic systtem can be seeen in
figurre 3, which coonsists of fourr main componnents: the fuzzzifier, the infeerence enginee, the rules, an
nd the
output processor. The fuzzifier is responsiblee for mapping
g a crisp valuee such as a sennsory measureement
into a fuzzy num
mber. The infeerence enginee is responsiblle for the waay the fuzzy rrules are fired
d and
combbined to map input fuzzy seets to output ffuzzy sets. Rules are if-then
n statements, w
which are extrracted
by ddomain experts, or experrimental dataa. Finally, th
he output pro
ocessor is reesponsible for the
defuuzzification off the output fu
uzzy sets that refers to the generation off a crisp valuee for the prod
duced
fuzzyy output.

Fig
gure 3. Fuzzy Logic System
m (Mendel 200
01).
2.3 E
Evolutionary algorithms for
f Big Data aanalytics
Evollutionary algoorithms (EA)) are anotherr CI techniqu
ue, which caan meet the requirementss and
challlenges of Big Data analyticcs. Evolutionar
ary algorithms mimic the ev
volution proceess to the disco
overy
of thhe optimal soolution of a sp
pecific probleem by evolvin
ng a populatio
on of candidaate solutions (Sun,
20055). EA are verry good explo
orers of the seearch space wh
hich makes th
hem excellent tools for Big Data
analyysis, since Big
B Data aree subject to a very high
h degree of dimensionalitty and sparseness
(Bhaattacharya, 20016). This pro
oblem was innvestigated in the paper by
y Bhattacharyya et al. wherre the
reseaarchers develooped an EA with
w the abilityy to deal with both issues. Although
A
the aapplication waas not
Big-Data ready, as was acknowledged in the paper, th
he initial evaaluation to iddentify bench
hmark
probblems showedd that the ap
pproach perfoormed very well
w
compared
d to other m
modern techniiques.
Evollutionary algoorithms are alsso proven techhniques for a number
n
of maachine learninng related prob
blems
whicch are utilizedd in Big Data Analysis
A
suchh as clustering (Razavi, 2015
5), feature sellection (Lin, 2016),
2
and others. EA haave also been
n used by receent research in
i conjunction
n with signal inputs such as
a the
EEG
G signal, towaards modern an
nd demandingg application areas such as multi-brain ccomputing (Kattan,
20155). GA's can also be used
d in combinaation with oth
her techniquees in order too optimize seeveral
param
meters of preddictive models and facilitatte the develop
pment of moree accurate systtems. For exam
mple,
in thhe work by Kaaryotis et al., the
t researcherrs utilized a genetic algorith
hm to optimizze the propertiies of
the ffuzzy sets usedd to develop a model for reppresenting thee user's emotio
ons. The GA w
was used offliine to
tune the system annd it was ablee to improve tthe accuracy of the proposed model (Kaaryotis 2017). GAs
are widely used evolutionary
y algorithms based on th
he Darwinian
n theory of evolution, and
a
a
demoonstrative exaample of their workflow cann be observed
d in figure 4. A solution for a specific pro
oblem
is reppresented by a chromosom
me comprising of genes thatt correspond to different vaalues of param
meters
of thhe problem. In
I the beginn
ning, an initiaal population
n is defined and
a for everyy chromosom
me, an
objective functionn is calculated
d (such as vallues of an errror function). This value w
would represen
nt the
fitneess of the inddividuals. Thee chromosomees with the best
b
fitness vaalues are com
mbined in ord
der to
geneerate new offspring. This prrocess is repeaated until a so
olution that sattisfies a stop ccriterion to a given
g
probblem is achieved.

Figurre 4. Genetic aalgorithm flow
wchart (Kang 2011).
2
m
3. Prroposed dataa modelling methodology
In thhis section, wee discuss a no
ovel data moddelling method
dology that caan be applied in diverse big
g data
settinngs. This apprroach has alreeady been usedd successfully
y towards the development of the taxi dem
mand
preddiction applicaation described
d in section 44, and is able to provide sollutions to otheer challenging
g real
worlld big data prroblems. Baseed on the latesst discoveries in the field of
o neurosciencce the core paart of
our pproposed dataa modelling methodology
m
inntroduces a no
ovel biologically inspired unniversal generrative
moddelling approaach called Hiierarchical Sppatial-Temporral State Macchine (HSTSM
M) that has been
deveeloped on the understandin
ng of the struccture and fun
nctionality of the
t human brrain. The prop
posed
apprroach is basedd on a hybrid method incorrporating seveeral soft comp
puting techniqques such as: deep
belieef networks, auto-encodeers, agglomeerative hierarrchical clusteering and teemporal sequ
uence
proccessing (Maniiak, 2016). Our approach is able to haandle high volumes of dataa characteriseed by
c
between diffeerent input stattes of
compplex correlatioons between input values annd temporal consequences
the ssystem (phrased in this worrk as spatial-ttemporal correelations). The approach is m
modelled to mimic
m
the sstructure and functions off the mammaalian brain baased on a theory proposedd by Jeff Haw
wkins
(Haw
wkins, 2004) (Hawkins,
(
200
09).
The main elemennts of our prop
posed methoddology includee data layer, input layer, ddata transform
mation
layerr, spatial poolling, temporall inferences, pprediction mo
odel, optimizattion and finallly the presenttation
of innformation or application laayer as shown in Figure 5.
3.1 D
Data Layer
The data layer iss responsible for capturingg heterogeneo
ous and homo
ogeneous dataa from an exiisting
infraastructure connsisting of harrdware and Innternet of Thiings (IoT) datta sources (diggital and anallogue
device states andd sensors sign
nals); manuall input data sources (operrator actuation
ons, checklistss and
survey data) and software
s
data sources (strucctured and un
nstructured tex
xt, documents,, images and audio
a
inpuuts).
3.2 IInput layer
As ddata is being derived
d
from different
d
sourcces there is a need for it to be effectivelyy pre-processeed by
the aapplication of data fusion teechniques. Heere sensor dataa fusion techniques are usedd to combine, align
and interpolate ovver parameterrs from heteroogeneous dataa streams that would have different sam
mpling
ratess, missing infoormation and variations in aaccuracies. It is crucial to acquire
a
high-qquality data, which
w
is booth precise annd contains no
o or little nois e. In order to make meanin
ngful use of thhe data acquisition
proccess, the data output
o
needs to be encoded in a specific way.
w
Data Transfoormation Lay
yer
3.3 D

Data transformation layer deals with transforming the pre-processed data into machine readable codes
by the use of encoders. Input data is initially encoded into what is termed as a Sparse Distributed
Representation (SDR) (Hawkins, 2009) which decomposes the representation of information over
thousands of bits. Here at any point in time a small percentage of these bits may be activated, i.e. equal
to 1’s emulating the firing response patterns of neurons in the brain. Each bit represents a feature of
information and a set of activated bits is therefore able to encode the semantic attributes of what is
being represented. These bits are unlabeled and the associated semantics meanings are learnt. Hence if
different SDRs have activate bits in the same location then they can be considered to spatially share the
sematic attributes and we can use this to learn the spatial correlations between different input patterns
as will be discussed in the following section.
3.4 Spatial Modelling
The discovery of correlations between individual inputs (bits) are determined through the spatial
transformation of input space into a transformed feature space that is achieved through the use of deep
belief networks, where this process is referred to as spatial pooling (Hawkins 2004). Hierarchical
clustering is performed on the transformed features derived from the deep belief network, to extract a
number of possible states of the modelled system. The main purpose of this operation is for reducing
the input space to a fixed number of the most probable states of the underlying system being modelled.
In the beginning of the modelling process, raw process data is generated by the relevant data sources
and is transformed from its textual - human readable form, to binary sparsely distributed format. Data
encoding aims to map the inputs defined for a specific modelling problem to discrete signals that can
be understood by the HSTSM. The encoded vector is compressed, and an automatic process of feature
extraction is performed with the use of deep belief neural networks (DBN). The trained restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBM) forming the DBN are used to initialize the deep auto-encoder. This
unsupervised method of feature extraction enables us to acquire an improved and more compressed
representation of the input space. Because of the unsupervised nature of the process, there is no need
for labeling the data at this stage. Therefore, the algorithm is able to cope successfully with high
volumes of data. The features extracted are used to automatically identify a set of possible patterns on
the inputs to the model. This would correspond to a set of possible states of the monitored system. In
order to achieve this we incorporate into the model agglomerative hierarchical analysis, which is an
unsupervised method of cluster analysis. The basic metric used to conduct this analysis is defined to be
the Euclidian distance. This process can be considered as spatial pooling, where the original binary
input that occur close together in space are pooled together. This operation enables the extraction of a
set of individual system states, and the analysis of the temporal sequence of input activities in terms of
these states.
3.5 Temporal Modelling
The initial stage of the approach performs hierarchical organization of multiple levels of data
abstraction to identify correlations between temporal sequences of input patterns. Temporal sequence
learning is used to train the model on different temporal consequential relations between probable
states of the system. This is used to infer the next predicted state of the inputs in comparison with the
actual behaviour of the system, which is termed as temporal inference.
Temporal inference is performed on the identified states, and prediction of the next possible state of the
system can be achieved with the utilization of an n-order Markov chain. Prediction acquired in this way
can be consequently used to identify specific patterns of behavior of the modelling problem under
investigation. At the end of this process, the predicted vector can be compared with the actual vector,
generated at each moment in a specific application context, in order to identify specific patterns or
irregular behavior. This can be achieved with the use of distance function or basic ML techniques, like
a Multilayer Perceptron.
3.6 Prediction Model
The spatial pooling and temporal inference elements of the approach hence combine to produce a
spatial temporal model of the operational behaviour of the system being modelled. The model can then
be used in combination with prediction and classification approaches such as standard ANNs to predict
future behaviour of the system under different operational conditions and detect deviations and changes
in behaviour that might signify an underlying unknown effect or problem.
3.7 Optimisation

The prediction moodel can furth
her provide innputs to an optimisation framework that is able to optimise
proccesses based on quantitativee and qualitatiive inputs from
m various sou
urces. Here evoolutionary sysstems
baseed approachess such as geneetic algorithm
ms and swarm
m intelligence optimisation algorithms caan be
usedd to simulate what
w if scenariios through thhe simultaneou
us optimal esttimation of unnknown param
meters
for ddetermining optimal
o
states of the processs, system or scenario bein
ng modelled. T
This approach
h can
thereefore be usedd as a means to determinee behaviour changes
c
and deviations
d
of complex systems,
whicch could be thhe result of env
vironmental eeffects, human
n behaviour ch
hange or faultss in equipmen
nt and
devices.
Application Layer
L
3.8 A
The layer is ressponsible for displaying tthe results th
hrough the interface
i
of an applicatio
on or
visuaalization whicch can provide stakeholderr insight into the
t data being
g modelled. Th
The visualization or
interrface can alsso be person
nalized in teerms of the type and fu
unctional form
m of inform
mation
repreesentation in order
o
to meet the individuall users’ needs.

Figure
F
5. Big D
Data modellin
ng methodolog
gy
A coonceptual cybber physical architecture,
a
w
which can acccommodate and benefit ffrom the prop
posed
methhodology, cann be found in
n the work byy Hossain et al.
a (Hossain, 2017) (See Figure 6). In
n this
paraddigm, data caaptured from sensors
s
and ac
actuators locatted in a smart phone, are uused to monito
or the
user.. The aforemeentioned data,, along with ddata related to
o location info
ormation, are sent from phy
ysical
spacce to cyber-spaace. This dataa can be proceessed in orderr to provide in
ntelligent recoommendationss, and
mart phone. Inn this case, the
t user’s pho
one is the coonnecting inteerface
suppport to the usser via the sm
betw
ween cyber annd physical wo
orld, via a rannge of commu
unication tech
hnologies (e.gg., Bluetooth, GPS,
Ultraa Wide Bandd, WiFi, RFID
D) (Hossain, 22017). The proposed data modeling meethodology caan be

accoommodated inn this and similar architectuures that interrface with edg
ge level embeedded systemss, and
contrribute to the efficient
e
manip
pulation and eexploitation off data, as welll as facilitate tthe developmeent of
succcessful machinne learning-baased research aand commerciial application
ns.

Figgure 6. Health
h shock predicction research methodology (Hossain, 20117).

4. Pootential Appllication areass
Big Data and CI can
c be utilized in order to provide novel applications with scientifi
fic and commeercial
value. In this secttion, we prov
vide exampless of opportuniities for impro
oved health sservices, optim
mized
transsportation, social network sentiment anaalysis, and prresent novel applications
a
tthat tackle mo
odern
challlenges in these domains.
4.1 H
Health Servicces and Healtth Shock Pred
diction
In reecent years, we
w have witn
nessed the inttroduction off advanced cy
yber-physical systems (CPS) in
varioous healthcaree applications domains. Moodern health CPSs
C
are able to
t replace tradditional health
h-care
delivvery practices and services. In order to aachieve their goals
g
CPSs should be equippped with pow
werful
algorrithms able too tackle the an
nalysis, synthhesis, processing of data, an
nd the integraation of techno
ology
challlenges of the new age (Ahmed, 2013). C
CPSs face Big
g Data probleems since largge amounts off high
velocity data are produced
p
from
m various devvices in differrent formats, and
a this data needs to be stored
s
and processed timely and efffectively. Noowadays, giveen the right tools are prrovided intellligent
technnologies can benefit
b
from a variety of daata sources co
ontaining rich information, in order to deeliver
theirr services. Thiis data includee: research datta such as clin
nical trial, and
d screening daata, clinical geene or
proteein data from
m scientific in
nstitutions; m
medical billing
g and insurance data, whicch can be used to
analyyse the cost of medical services, storred in geograaphically disp
persed databaases; clinical data
colleected for diaggnosis such as
a medical im
mage and eleectronic mediical records ((EMR); indiv
vidual
activvity and emotiion data colleected by standdard wearable devices and other forms(Z
Zhang, 2017). CPS
technnologies shouuld possess datta analytics annd modeling tools,
t
based on
n the methoddology describ
bed in
this ppaper, in ordeer to deal with
h the diverse nnature and complexity of th
he aforementiioned data sou
urces,
demaanding time and
a computatio
onal requirem
ments.
An eexample of reecent research
h in health CP
PSs is the pap
per by Hossain et al.. Heree researchers have
introoduced a moniitoring system
m that utilizes a multimodall approach com
mbining voicee and EEG sig
gnals.
The team have prresented a clou
ud supported CPS able to use
u smart-pho
ones, cloud coomputing and CPS,
in orrder to supporrt healthcare monitoring
m
(H
Hossain, 2017)). In Zhang et al.’s work a C
CPS called HeealthCPS that was bassed on cloud and big dataa analytics tecchnologies, was
w presented.. This system
m was
desiggned for patieent-centric heaalthcare appliccations and seervices and con
nsisted of a daata collection layer
withh a unified stanndard, a data management layer for distrributed storag
ge and parallell computing, and a

data-oriented service layer (Zhang, 2017). In the paper by Wang et al. a cyber physical architecture
consisting of a communication core, a computation core, and resource scheduling and management
core was presented, and the authors provided examples of its application to healthcare monitoring and
decision support systems (Wang, 2011).
Health services can benefit patients and clinicians by providing optimised health information and
recommendations, based on individual and population-based profiling, and using advanced Big Data
analytics algorithms. Gaining a better insight into an individual’s healthcare needs is of central
importance in order to provide tailored treatment and formulate therapy intervention recommendations.
Moreover, this extends to fitness, lifestyle, social care and wellbeing monitoring, based on personalised
preferences and goals that can be used to promote positive health, support behaviour change related to
diet, exercise, and reduction of stress, and effective management of changing care needs such as for the
elderly. Monitoring and delivering these services though personal (Harding, 2015), cloud based
(Sultan,2014), mHealth (Free, 2013) and Internet of Things (IoT) applications (Pang, 2015) will help
to empower people to manage their health and life style more effectively, owing to reduced healthcare
costs. Computational health informatics can be used on large population based data through the
development of interpretable decision support models for promoting effective health policy, and
intervention planning for crisis management related to disease epidemics and famine.
Dementia is an age related, progressive, neurodegenerative condition, also considered to be one of the
biggest global public health challenges that the current generation needs to face. The growing
prevalence of diseases such as Alzheimer’s, and their impact on a society benefiting from greater
longevity, is a critical health challenge of national importance. Managing patients with dementia calls
for improvements in effectively monitoring the progress of their condition, adjusting therapy
interventions, and adapting to changing care needs (Doctor, 2014). Advanced deep learning approaches
can be used to enable the development of context aware dementia monitoring, and predictive care
recommendation solutions that can intelligently forecast behaviour changes of individual patients, from
utilising contextual heterogeneous data, while handling uncertainties associated with incorporating
qualitative data from stakeholders. Human interpretable care recommendation decisions can provide
care staff with the means of implementing evolving care and therapy plans, in response to the changing
needs of patients due to the effects of cognitive decline.
Big data analytics and computational intelligence techniques are also able to facilitate governments and
organizations provide solutions to challenging problems. Health shock is a health related event with a
heavy impact on a household because of the cost of treatment, or the absence from work caused by the
health related event. Health shock especially affects individuals in developing and underdeveloped
countries. Government, organizations, policy makers, and individuals could largely benefit from the
development of intelligent Big Data analytics techniques to battle health shock by facilitating accurate
prediction and by highlighting the factors contributing to this phenomenon. These techniques will
enable effective and timely mitigation and management of health shock events. In order to address this
problem and contribute in this direction a Big Data analytics and visualization framework based on
fuzzy logic was presented, which utilized a large-scale dataset towards health shock prediction
purposes (Mahmud, 2016). The researchers utilized cloud Amazon web services integrated with
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to facilitate the collection, storage, indexing, and
visualization of data for different stakeholders using smart devices, and develop their framework
(Mahmud 2016). The dataset utilized comprised of data from questionnaires, and an online system
where each data sample comprised of 47 features. Data were gathered from 1000 households belonging
to 29 villages in rural areas of Pakistan. The collected data where pre-processed and analyzed by
utilizing expert-opinion to extract meaningful measures related to living standards, health risk,
accessibility to health facilities and income allocation labeled with a level of health shock incurred. A
fuzzy rule summarization technique was utilized in order to develop a health-shock prediction model.
The proposed predictive fuzzy model was evaluated by utilizing k-fold cross validation. An overview
of the research methodology can be seen in figure 7. The model achieved a very high performance of
89%, while at the same time retained a very high interpretability degree with the help of the extracted
natural language fuzzy rules. These rules can enable all relevant stakeholders to understand the causal
factors affecting this phenomenon, and make informed and effective decisions. Moreover as
demonstrated by the team's experimental results the proposed framework was also able to deliver
results in competitive times with a low computational burden thus making it suitable for real-time and
Big Data settings. Furthermore, data were mapped to the iron triangle model (Kissick, 1994) under the
socio-economic, geographical, and cultural norms, and factors that lead to health-shock.

Figgure 7. Health shock predicttion research methodology (Mahmud 20 16).
4.2 IIntelligent Trransportation
n
The growth of modern urbaanised and inncreasingly connected
c
rural environm
ments requiress the
deveelopment of efficient
e
transsportation inffrastructures to
t better support the needds of visitorss and
comm
muters. The boast in wireeless communnication techn
niques, comp
putational inteelligence and
d data
analyytics capabiliities, mobile cloud comput
uting, and con
ntext-aware teechnologies, ggave rise to novel
n
reseaarch and com
mmercial applications in thee transportatio
on field. This includes the uupgrade of cu
urrent
vehicular networkk technologiees to cloud-aassisted conteext-aware veh
hicular CPS. A demonstrrative
exam
mple is the woork by Wan et
e al., where a multi-layereed context-aw
ware architectuure was preseented.
The authors invesstigated an ap
pplication scennario concern
ning dynamic parking serviices, and discu
ussed
challlenges and soolutions regarrding contextt aware hazarrd prediction,, dynamic veehicle routing, and
vehicular clouds (Wan,
(
2014). One of the m
most prominen
nt application areas of CPS is traffic guid
dance
and forecasting. Accurate
A
trafffic prediction could providee improved ro
oute planningg and movemeent of
goodds and people, and more informed annd efficient decision
d
makiing for traffiic management or
deveelopment and maintenance of transport iinfrastructure. Very recent work by Cheen et al. provided a
foreccasting modell for short-term
m traffic condditions in veh
hicular CPS within
w
urban ennvironments. As it
was demonstratedd by the team’s experimenttal results, theeir proposed fuzzy
f
Markovv prediction model
m
can be used in orrder to effectiively forecastt short-term traffic (Chen, 2017). It is aalso predicted
d that
CPSs will affect the design of
o aircrafts, aiir traffic man
nagement systtems, and avviation safety, thus
impaacting upon thhe development of next genneration air trransportation systems.
s
As iddentified in Baheti
B
et al.’s work new research areas consist of: nnew processess to achieve grreater capacityy, improved saafety,
as w
well as optimize the tradeoff among the se goals; inteegrated flight deck systemss, and autonomous
systeems; enhanceed vehicle check, health m
monitoring, management;
m
and
a research related to aircraft
CT technolog
contrrol systems (Baheti,
(
2011
1). Besselink et al. investtigated the potential
p
of IC
gy to
reinfforce CPS sysstems with an integrated loggistic system to
t organize th
he movement oof trucks traveelling
togetther. Their reesults demonsstrated that opptimized interraction between the tracks has clear ben
nefits
suchh as improved fuel consump
ption (Besselinnk, 2016).
A nuumber of initiaatives have beeen implemennted to satisfy personalised and contextuaalised user deefined
objectives in relaation to imprroving user m
mobility, utility, and satisffaction whilee helping to avoid
a
gni, 2013). Seelf-learning cars (Jaguar Land Rover Deevelopment, 2016)
2
conggestion (Djaheel, 2015) (Veg
aim to address thiis through thee smart managgement of inffotainment delivery to pre--emptively maanage
the ddelivery of personalised
p
content
c
basedd on availability of WiFi connections,
c
smart anticip
patory
downnload, and caashing of con
ntent for on demand serv
vices. This fo
ocuses a lot oon approachees for

information retrieval and its delivery based on ad hoc communication networks (Alhabashneh, 2017)
(Iqbal, 2015) (Qureshi, 2017). Understanding each driver’s behaviour and information needs in terms
of their intentions can be used to provide relevant information and services as they are needed which
can be used to improve user satisfaction, vehicle efficiency, and energy utilization.
Another problem is effectively managing transport networks in urban areas (Tirachini, 2013), for
instance how to pick up passengers more efficiently based on identifying demand for taxi services. This
can be achieved by using intelligent approaches to predict hot spots relating to locations of where taxis
pick up and set down people in an urban area over the course of the day based on historical and realtime geo-spatial data. Data collected on high and low predicted taxi demands over the urban area
together with contextual information pertaining to traffic conditions, geospatial distribution of the fleet
and vehicle telematics can then be used to provide recommendations to taxi operators for the
distribution and optimization of taxi services. User behavior modelling can further be used to
recommend real-time re-routings to satisfy personal objectives while relieving congestion. The
problem of optimally managing the distribution of taxi services can also be tackled at large
transportation hubs such as railway stations and airports to meet passenger demands. For example, an
airport Taxi stand passenger queue tracking system can be implemented from real time CCTV camera
feeds and the application of vision processing algorithms for identifying and counting individuals
waiting in a queue to estimate the number of people entering/exiting and queuing throughput over time.
The system can be used to measure length, growth rate and predict the wait time for each queue, which
can be visualized in real-time and used to send notifications / alerts based on operator triggers and
thresholds.
Our ongoing work is focused on optimizing taxi fleet distribution and routing in context of urban traffic
conditions in order to enhance availability, reduce waiting and journey times, and promote fuel
economy. In order to achieve the research objectives a novel deep learning based spatial modeling
technique was developed and applied which was able to predict hot spots relating to locations of where
taxis pick up and set down people in an urban area over the course of the day. The structure and ideas
of the computational modelling approach is described in detail in section 4. The data used to train the
predictive model were acquired from NYC Open Data webpage. This data include the 2013 Green taxi
trip data which contain trip records from all trips completed in green taxis in NYC in 2013. The data
records include fields such as capturing pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and drop-off
locations, trip distances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported passenger
counts. The data used were collected and provided to the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC)
by technology providers authorized under the Livery Passenger Enhancement Program (LPEP). An
example data sample can be seen in figure 8. The proposed model was utilized in the development of a
commercial software application, and achieved above 95% prediction accuracy.

Field
pick up_datetime
dropoff_datetime
store_and_fwd_flag
rate_code
Dropoff_latitute
Passenger_count
Trip_distance
Fare_amount
Extra
MTA_tax
Tip_amount
Tolls_amount
Ehail_fee
Total_amount
Payment_type
Trip_type
Pickup_longitude
Pickup_latitude
Dropoff_longitude

Value
12/06/2013 12:11:05 PM
12/06/2013 12:14:06 PM
N
1
40.811981201171875
1
0.5
4
0
0.5
0
0
4.5
2
‐73.9650650024414
40.8061408996582
‐73.962234497707031

Vendor_id

1
Figuure 8. Data sam
mple.

4.3 S
Social networrk sentiment analysis
Anotther interestinng application
n field, whichh can largely benefit
b
from Big
B Data reseearch, is sentiiment
analyysis. Sentimeent analysis aims
a
at faciliitating the prrocessing of high volumee data in ord
der to
autom
matically idenntify the user's evaluations and feelings towards
t
specific products aand services (P
Pang,
20088). Modern Facebook
F
and
d Twitter useers generate huge
h
amountts of data thrrough their posts,
p
comm
ments, and staatus updates. These data are
re very rich so
ources of emottional and coggnitive inform
mation
and can be utilizeed towards crreating very iinteresting an
nd beneficial sentiment
s
anaalysis applicattions.
Amoong the variouus contexts in which social network sentiment analysis can be beneeficial is educaation.
Big Data analyticcs can be app
plied towards sentiment an
nalysis purposses on users of e-learning
g, and
compputer assistedd learning env
vironments inn order to en
nhance the leaarning experiience and pro
omote
studeent's wellbeinng (Karyotis, 2017). Undeerstanding thee student's feeelings and atttitude toward
ds the
learnning process can provide guidelines to
towards succeessful adaptattion of the ttaught materiial or
moddification of thhe pedagogy utilized
u
in orde
der to deliver this
t material. Evidence
E
of th
the effectiveneess of
this approach can be found in the
t work by T
Tan et al. The results from the
t team's expperimental sesssions
havee highlighted that by incorp
porating inforrmation from social networrks, sentimentt classification
n can
be nnotably improoved (Tan, 20
011). Recent eexamples in the
t field of sentiment
s
anaalysis in e-leaarning
envirronments cann be found in the
t works by Ortigosa et al.
a (Ortigosa, 2014)
2
and Maartin et al. (M
Martin,
20122).
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Figure 10. A high-levvel diagram of
o the parsing process.
p
oals and objecctives of sociaal network sen
ntiment analyssis we develop
ped a
In orrder to contribbute to the go
hum
man-computer interaction pllatform for naatural languag
ge processing which can bee applied to social
s
mediia posts and reveal the recipient's
r
seentiment. Soccial media po
osts are subj ect to deman
nding
challlenges relatedd to the proccessing of unnstructured an
nd natural tex
xt. Therefore, we constructed a
powerful semanticc, syntactic, and
a synonym mapper able to translate th
he text from social media posts
into a concept relaated to the useer's sentimentt. This concep
pt is a word prresent in a dattabase contain
ning a
largee vocabulary, which can bee used to descrribe effectivelly the user's seentiment and cognitive affeective
statee. Upon entering the post as
a a natural llanguage querry, the proposed system paarses the sem
mantic
meanning of its com
mponents to determine
d
whaat part of speeech they each belong to, andd thus what part of
the rresulting querry they are lik
kely to occupyy. It achieves this by using a trained moodel of hundreeds of
thouusands of ‘corppora’ (texts), which
w
are speecifically labelled, for the paarts of speech tokens (word
ds in a
senteence for exam
mple). Then, a complete, up--to-date schem
ma is extracted
d from the dattabase in real--time,
in orrder to find ouut which tablees, columns, ssubjects etc. th
he query may
y be present booth in the database
and tthe natural lannguage query.. This is done in a variety of
o ways, like machine
m
semaantic analysis using
an IE
EEE-endorsedd algorithm, analysing
a
the actual meaning of the qu
uery, synonym
m substitution
n, and
spellling correctionn. A high-level diagram off the parsing process
p
is sho
own in figure 10. Following
g this

Figure 9. Taxi demannd prediction application in
nterface.

process, the analysis engine builds a complex relational graph to determine the various relationships
between identified parts of the query, including complex, multi-table relationships, from which an SQL
query is constructed, once all required relationships are identified.
Gaining an insight of the user’s/client’s affective state, through the utilization of social media data, can
fuel the generation and diversity of intelligent mechanisms able to deliver affective feedback in a wide
spectrum of application areas. This feedback could extend from the digital to the physical world, by
using standard hardware devices (e.g. smart phones, home appliances, lighting) in the context of
intelligent environments. Intelligent cars could modify their engine and cabin configuration to meet
their driver’s needs and preferences. E-learning systems could provide tailored learning material and
tailored encouragements to the students. Automated manufacturing systems could take into account the
client’s sentiment when designing and developing new products, in order to better satisfy their
customer’s needs. Tele-home healthcare, robot companions, patient monitoring could be enriched by
taking into account the patient’s context, behaviors and emtions in order to deliver more efficient
patient specific services. Homes with the ability to modify their environment (lighting, temperature
etc.) in order to suit their resident’s mood.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the importance of big data analytics and computational intelligence
techniques. We provided a comprehensive survey of computational intelligence techniques appropriate
for the effective processing and analysis of big data. We have presented a data modelling methodology,
which introduces a novel biologically inspired universal generative modelling approach called
Hierarchical Spatial-Temporal State Machine (HSTSM). We investigated the benefits arising from the
utilization of computational techniques namely deep learning neural networks, evolutionary algorithms,
and fuzzy logic in Big Data analytics. We identified and highlighted potential novel real life CPS
applications arising from the vast amount of information on offer by modern high tech societies, the
deployment of intelligent computational techniques, and state of the art solutions to address challenges
in these application areas. In this work, a novel approach for Big Data modelling is presented. The
proposed methodology relies on a hybrid method, which is based on the structure and functions of the
mammalian brain. It incorporates different soft computing techniques and it has the potential to deal
with large amounts of data, which are characterized by spatial-temporal correlations. This approach can
tackle the high requirements and maximize the potential of dealing with Big Data and therefore can be
considered as a state of the art tool for Big Data analytics. The potential benefits arising from this
research are numerous and span over a large spectrum of application areas. Utilizing this novel
methodology to exploit Big Data's potential can lead to applications with significant impact to
knowledge, society, economy, and individuals. Scientific knowledge and research may benefit from
revealing hidden patterns in Big Data or by delivering Big Data analysis results in ways, which can be
easily visualized and interpreted. Society could profit from the delivery of applications, which promote
improved public transportations and health services. E-businesses and organizations could also be
assisted through sentiment analysis tools, which contribute at the delivery of products and services
which meet their customers' needs. Finally, an individual may benefit through the development of
personalized and contextualized products and services, which are able to account effectively for
complex related notions, such as their cognitive/affective state. Future work will involve the utilization
of the proposed methodology to different application areas in order to create novel models and
applications with significant commercial and scientific value and the further improvement of the
developed systems.
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Big Data Analytics: computational intelligence techniques
and application areas
Highlights
1. We highlighted the importance of Big Data in modern life and economy.
2. We investigated the benefits of computational intelligence techniques namely deep learning
neural networks, evolutionary algorithms and fuzzy logic in big data analytics.
3. We presented a novel data modelling methodology which introduces a novel biologically
inspired universal generative modelling approach called Hierarchical Spatial‐Temporal State
Machine (HSTSM).
4. We explored the potential of the powerful combination of Big Data and Computational
intelligence and identified a number of areas where novel applications in real world problems
can be developed.
5. We have also discussed various aspects of policy, protection, valuation and commercialization
related to big data.

